1. Let n > 2 be a given positive integer and (x) = (xu x2, • • • , x") a given set of n integers. Let k be a given positive integer. Then L. Redei [l] , improving an old result of Thue [2] , has recently proved the Theorem.
If k is a prime, there exist integers a, b, {a, k) = l, such that a set of integers (y), defined by yT = axr + b (mod k) (r = 1, 2, • ■ • , n), lies in an interval of width L where nLn~l = 2n~1k"-2,
i.e.
I yr -y, I ^ L (r, s = 1, 2, • • • , n).
The estimate is trivial if it can give a value of L^k, i.e. if nk""1 = 2"-1&"-2 or k^2n~1/n. There is also a trivial result L = 0 if we had allowed a = 0 (mod k).
I notice that Redei's proof can be presented in a rather simpler form and also extended to the case where k is not a prime. We have now Theorem I. Let 5 be the greatest divisor of k such that There is no loss of generality in theorems of this kind, if we suppose hereafter that 5 = 1. For clearly L{h, k) = «L(1, k/S), since yr-y,=a(xr -x,) (mod k), and so we can put yr = 5yr' +c where 
Define an (« -1) -dimensional region R by 1 Redei [l, p. 81] states that this is easily proved when k is a prime and re = 3. The referee notes that this is obvious even when k is not a prime on taking Xi = l, X2 = 3\+2, x3 = 0. I should like to thank him for this remark and also for some other valuable comments. 3. Theorem II follows from a simple application of a general principle. Let a bounded w-dimensional convex region i?(X), symmetrical about the origin, be defined by/(-X") ^X, where/(X) is a distance function and sof(X'-X") ^f(X') +f(X"), and X is a positive parameter. We find an estimate for L such that the region R(L) will contain an integer set (X)t£0, satisfying r given linear homogeneous congruences (mod k), say, Li(X) m 0, L2(X) = 0, • • • , LT{X) = 0.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let iV(X) be the number of lattice points in i?(X). Then if (X) runs through these iV(X) points, the L's assume N(\) sets of residues (mod k). If N(X)>kr, two different lattice points (X'), (X") give the same set of residues for the L's. Hence (X) = (X' -X") satisfies the homogeneous congruences and clearly lies in the region i?(2X).
The i?(2X) may sometimes be improved to i?(2X -1) as follows. The region i?(X-1) contains N(\ -1) lattice points. We adjoin to these, say, Ni(X) lattice points lying in i?(X) and not in R(\ -1), taken in such a way that (X' -X") does not lie on the boundary of R(2\).
Then if N(\-1)+N1(k)>kr, the point {X'-X") will lie in R(2\-l).
In fact, we take Ni(K) = 1 in the proof of Theorem II.
4. We require the is given by (X) = (X'-X"), a = a'-a". This set (X) will be in i?(2X).
If this occurs with the trivial solution a = 0, then (X)=0 (mod k), and so this will be excluded if k > 2X. Hence if X is a positive integer such that
(X) will be in the region R(2\).
If, however, there exists a positive integer X such that (X + 1)" -X" = kn-2, we show that there will be a suitable point (X) in i?(2X + l). For, take a lattice point (X) lying in i?(X + l) butnotini?(X).
This one combined with those in i?(X) gives more than k"~2 sets of residues. But now the solution (X) = (X'-X") will lie in J?(2X + 1).
We prove now the 
